
Executive Committee Meeting – 9 April 2017 

 

In attendance: Matthew Flinders (MF), Rosie Campbell (RC), Alasdair Blair (AB), Paul Tobin (PT), 

Rose Gann (RG), Meryl Kenny (MK), Joanie Willett (JW), Claire Ainsley (CA), Richard Hayton (RH), 

Donna Smith (DS), Caitlin Milazzo (CM), Umut Korkut (UK), Paul Cairney (PC), Terrell Carver (TC), 

David Wendelken (DW), Sarah Brown (SB), Stefanie Mair (SM), Shazia Ijaz (SI), Josh Niderost (JN), 

Avnish Patel (AP), James Weinberg (Jw), Heather Lawless (HL) 

 

Apologies: Will Jennings (WJ) 

 

Matters Arising 

 

1. Minutes approved from previous Executive Committee meeting on 27 January 2017 

 

Chair’s Report 

 

1. MF: Welcome to newly appointed CEO Phil Sooben, and acknowledgement of those involved 

in recruitment process. 

2. SB to leave at the end of April and thanks from all EC for work. Transitional arrangements in 

place until Phil Sooben officially starts in June.  

3. HL: Update on recruitment of new administrative assistant  

4. MF: TC, RG, RH, UK, CM, CA and PC coming to the end of their period as Trustees. Thanks from 

all for hard work on EC. 

5. MF: Following period of consultation, Strategic Plan will be launched at Annual Assembly and 

available online thereafter.  

5.1. Work has begun in some areas, e.g. E&D in prizes.  

6. Staffing and premises, project HQ, instructed search for new premises.  

7. Launch of new ECN £10 membership at Annual Conference.  

7.1. Broader issue of membership offer.  

8. Proposal from European Cost Action Network to support initiative.  

8.1. Opportunity for E&D data collection beyond UK.  

8.2. EC eager to support with PSA funding. PC: Perhaps not into broad pot, but specific 

contribution. RG: Specific outputs.  

8.3. ACTION: All agree in principle to provide £5,000 under condition that they write 1-

2pp document detailing specific benefits for PSA rather than general pot of 

funding.  

9. MF: Update from Annual Conference.  



9.1. More practitioners and policymakers are involved than ever. More vibrant and diverse 

programme of events, e.g. film screening, pre-conference event on English national 

identity, ECN events.  

9.2. Huge thanks to Mark Shephard and team at University of Strathclyde.  

9.3. SB: Commends AP for hard work, achieved surplus this year.  

 

CEO’s Report 

 

1. SB: Withdrawn from initial plan to lease 4th floor of 113a Jermyn Street. Agent has been 

instructed to search for possible properties and begin process promptly as timescale is limited. 

Must be accessible. However, budget will not stretch far.  

1.1. Risk of reducing reserves significantly. PSA has underinvested for decades, and basic 

infrastructure is lacking. Diversifying revenue streams with require investment, therefore 

hesitate to invest all money in property. Not necessarily a sensible investment of reserves.  

1.2. Jw: How much would alternative investment cost? 

1.2.1. SB: E.g. Bespoke website with back-end membership system is costly.  

1.3. TC: Buy elsewhere? MF: Invest in property, but not use it for office.  

1.4. CA: Are Trustees firmly committed to investing in property? Or open to exploring 

alternative investments? 

1.4.1. JW: In agreement. Must investigate alternative investments far more thoroughly.  

1.5. PC: What else could we invest in? 

1.5.1. SB: Membership database, alternative revenue streams, growing publishing 

portfolios, greater visibility across educational pipeline. 

1.6. RG: Central London location is advantage to PSA.  

1.7. CA: What is the current health and safety risk? 

1.7.1. RG: Discussing health and safety yet again. Require interim solution to an urgent 

issue to ensure more considered and long-term solution.  

1.7.2. ACTION: To get legal opinion on whether EC is taking sufficient action 

regarding toilet provision and health and safety.  

2. ACTION: CA suggests PSA undertake governance review in the Autumn in the aftermath 

of flux and change.  

3. Publications. SB: Greater potential for PSA if managed better and brought more closely. Only 

one journal editor attending Annual Conference.  

3.1. SB: Impossible to develop portfolio without additional staffing, therefore sensible to 

partner with professional organisations already delivering fantastic resources and many 

are open to co-branding with PSA. Greater reach and visibility.  

3.2. JN: Emphasize value of Political Insight as tangible product.  

 



Treasurer’s Report 

 

1. AB: Overall increase in income and reserves 

2. AB: Underlying issues to address. 

2.1. Balancing act for investments, but important to commit more resources 

2.2. Consider reserves policy  

2.3. Governance. Provide greater training for Trustees.  

3. RG: Underspend = under-capacity. Impossible to spend and invest more without additional 

staffing.  

3.1. CA: Strategic plan will require business plan from Chair and CEO. ACTION: Phil to 

develop finance and resources plan from the Strategic Plan for clearer idea of cost 

and resources needed to deliver the strategy. 

3.2. MF: Capacity catch up. Require money and resources to support Strategic Plan and 

ambition.  

 

Citizenship Education Proposal  

 

1. RG: PSA should explore opportunities to develop and co-badge resources and events with 

partner organisations in citizenship education at KS3 and KS4. Support obligation to support 

political education and increase reach among teachers.  

1.1. Tap into bigger partnerships to potentially provide more resources. Increase reach at 

younger ages.  

2. Challenges: Maintaining PSA brand and quality.  

3. In light of capacity, ideal opportunity for collaboration. RG: Not providing material, but 

expertise and branding.  

4. RG: Permission to proceed. All agreed in principle.  

 

PSA Prizes: Review and Proposal  

 

1. Result of work of Membership, Education and Skills, and Equality and Diversity Committees. 

2. MK: Propose amending rules, judging panels, and names of existing research and teaching 

prizes, as well as suggesting new awards.  

2.1. MK: Open nomination processes for research prizes, blind judge dissertation prizes, etc.  

3. RG: Amendments to teaching prizes for clearer criteria and assessment. Re-engage post-92 

institutions and increase judging diversity.  

4. MK and RG: Proposal for new prizes.  

5. MF: In-keeping with the PSA. MK and RG to create handbook.  

 



Hon. Secretary and Membership 

 

1. All-time high membership for PGs. Early Career Network £10 membership to go live.  

1.1. Pressing issue of membership offer.  

2. 8 nominations for the Executive Committee, therefore will be holding election.  

 

Equality and Diversity 

 

1. MK: Begin process of data gathering to enable strategic thinking.  

2. MK: Mainstream and embed E&D across strategic plan, section in all reports, etc.  

3. Confirm budget.  

4. ACTION: Include E&D box/section on new EC sub-committee reporting templates.  

 

Publishing  

 

1. ACTION: Include equality and diversity in tender processes for new editorial teams.  

2. PC: Biggest source of income, therefore Chair of Publishing Sub-Committee requires greater 

support.  

 

Education and Skills 

 

1. RG: Continuing to develop and nurture key constituencies. ECN, Teaching Quantitative 

Methods Network, and Teachers’ Network all up and running.  

1.1. RG: Aiming to provide greater support for teachers, e.g. working with external providers.  

2. Teaching and Learning Conference. Exploring high-profile external speakers to explore 

publishing, teaching, learning. Clarify budget.  

3. Jw: ECN Ambassador Scheme will host training session at the end of April.  

 

Research and Impact 

 

1. Collaborating with BISA for REF consultation.  

2. UK: Nominations for IPSA.  

2.1. UK: International Visitor Grant. Applicants using APSA membership as route?  

2.2. ACTION: UK to propose dedication of funds toward academic freedom and activism.  

 

Specialist Groups 

 



1. JW: Encouraging greater collaboration and internationalization among Specialist Groups. 

Exploring potential event in Autumn open to practitioners, etc.  

2. JW: Update on Conference activities, stand, etc.  

 

Communications 

 

1. SM has been working with Specialist Groups to develop logos to professionalise the PSA and 

improve identity and branding of SGs 

2. For the first time, media have been invited to the Annual Conference 

 

Particular thanks to Terrell Carver for his long service as Trustee on the Executive Committee. 

 

The Executive Committee would also like to acknowledge and thank Matt Flinders for his tireless 

work, innovation, and vision as Chair of the PSA.  

 


